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1. Introduction 

We believe that the values of our school should be at the heart of everything we do. This 
policy aims to outline the methods and principles of teaching and learning at Hillside, and 
demonstrate how they reflect our school values. 

Our core values: 

Respect; 
Collaboration; 
Learning; 
Independence; 
Resilience; 
Happiness. 
 
In 2020, we reviewed and expanded our list of Hillside values, breaking down each of the 
core values into more specific values. E.g. Respect was expanded upon to include equality, 
empathy and kindness.  
 
At Hillside we recognise that there is no single ‘best’ way that children learn, and that learning 
sequences will be different depending on both the learners and the subject matter. However, 
the pedagogical techniques outlined below are the key elements of the best teaching and 
learning at Hillside, based on both independent educational research, and our own 
professional experiences. Where the practice described in this policy makes links to our 
values, this will be indicated in brackets. 
 

2. Readiness to learn 

We recognise that being ready to learn is a vital ingredient in effective teaching and learning. 
Our school routines aim to allow children to feel calm as they start the school day, by allowing 
a few minutes to adapt to the classroom environment and prepare their belongings. We play 
‘ritual’ music as the children enter (one or two pieces of music over a half term, that the 
children come to associate with the start of the school day). We expect that children will have 
their Home Learning Journals on their table throughout the day, to help them as needed. 
(Independence and Learning). 
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We also recognise that a large part of ‘readiness-to-learn’ concerns mindset. Through our 
work on Growth mindsets (how we view things), the children are encouraged to see mistakes 
as opportunities to learn, and not something to be feared (Resilience). 

 

3. Lesson elements 

As described above, there is no single ‘blueprint’ lesson which guarantees success. However, 
the following elements are considered to be accepted to be routine practice: 

Pitch and challenge: Lesson objectives will be taken from assessment of children’s 
knowledge, and planned to ‘fill the gaps’ in their learning. Tasks set will challenge children 
appropriately. It is often appropriate to divide lessons into Learning Teams, so inputs and 
activities can be more closely matched to children’s needs. Alternatively, teachers may ‘peel 
off’ groups of children to start work while teaching continues with other groups (Learning, 
Independence). 

Deep/Shallow Learning: Following independent educational research into types of learning, 
we recognise that learners can be engaged in shallow or deep learning. It is important to note 
that shallow learning does not necessarily mean bad learning, and is sometimes necessary 
(for example in the learning of times tables or spellings) and that learners need a mixture of 
shallow and deep learning experiences across their learning sequences. We use a variety of 
engaging activities (for example Tarzia, learning panes, and Diamond 9s) to promote deep 
learning, discussion and engagement.  

Hook: We recognise that children must understand the ‘Why’ of their learning. Lessons 
contain a ‘hook’ to capture the children’s excitement and imagination, and provide a context 
and purpose for their learning. 

Questioning:  Learning is driven by Key Questions, marked on planning as KQ (in bold font) 
which are open. Children are not expected to put their hands up, but named lolly-sticks or 
similar, are used to select children at random to answer questions. Children may be invited 
to put their thumbs up to share their thoughts/answers on occasion. Teachers will probe 
answers, asking for justification to deepen thinking, or ‘ping-pong’ answers to other children 
(“Do you agree? Why not?”). 

Engagement and Active learning: Children becoming active in their learning, and ‘less 
teacher-talk’ are crucial parts of successful teaching and learning. Throughout learning 
sequences, children are given opportunities to participate actively, through Talk Partner 
discussion, Reflection time, whiteboard work and other practical activities. Resources are 
engaging and promote active learning (Independence). 

Modelling and Success Criteria: Clear modelling, and discussion, of children’s tasks are 
recognised as important to their success. Discussion of good, and excellent examples allow 
children to generate success criteria for their tasks. These are then displayed for children to 
refer to as they work, thus furthering their independence (Independence). 

Pit-Stops/In a nutshell: We recognise that effective learning sometimes requires reshaping 
and discussion, through the use of Pit-Stops. These are opportunities for teachers or support 
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staff to address misconceptions that have arisen, direct children to the success criteria, or 
pose further questions to deepen or challenge thinking. ‘In a nutshell’ is a reflection tool based 
on paired children explaining everything they have learnt about a topic in short bursts, and 
their partner explaining/clarifying everything they have omitted/not explained (Collaboration, 
Learning). 

Plenary:  Plenaries are used to consolidate learning, assess understanding and move 
learning on. They may often be based around ‘One for today, one for tomorrow’. This is a pair 
of Key Questions, one of which assesses the learning from the lesson, and one which 
extends/reframes the learning ready for the next stage in the sequence. 

Flexibility: Lesson planning is seen as a starting point, not a script to be rigidly adhered to. 
Children may grasp concepts quicker than imagined, or find concepts more challenging than 
anticipated. When this happens, teachers are skilled and empowered enough to change the 
learning to suit the needs of the children, annotating and changing planning as necessary.  

Support Staff: Learning Mentors are deployed to work with all groups of children throughout 
the weeks/learning sequences. They are active in promoting the best learning behaviour, and 
position themselves in classes accordingly (Learning, Collaboration). 

In independent/group work they will either be engaged with a specific group, asking planned 
questions to drive learning, or ‘Scanning and Pouncing’ to support children working 
independently. Learning Mentors are encouraged, through daily practice and performance 
management, to change/adjust work within lessons, if the level of challenge is not quite right, 
and to feed this back to teachers at an appropriate time (Learning). 

RAG rating and Home Learning Journals: Children are encouraged to use the Red, Amber 
and Green pages of Home learning journals, open on their tables, to provide instant feedback 
to teachers and support staff about their level of challenge. Likewise, at the end of each piece 
of work in English and Maths, children are expected to RAG rate the level of challenge 
experienced, allowing support and challenge to be effectively planned for in the next lesson 
(Independence). 

The Learning Pit: Following James Nottingham’s idea of ‘The Pit of Challenge’, at Hillside 
we use the idea of the Learning Pit, to demonstrate to children the emotions associated with 
new learning. These are visual representations of a pit, with pictures and emotions for each 
stage of learning (e.g. frustration, annoyance, self-doubt, pride, achievement). Through 
referring to learning pits when work is difficult or children feel like giving up, we aim to foster 
perseverance and resilience, as well as self-awareness in our children (Resilience). 

4. Learning environment 

The Learning environment at Hillside consists of two elements. Those parts which support 
learning, and those parts which celebrate achievement. The classroom environment contains 
displays and resources to support learning. Displays in corridors and around the school 
celebrate success and achievement. See Teaching and Learning Checklist (Appendix One) 
for details.  
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5.  Related Policies: 

Inclusion Policy 
Assessment Policy  
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Appendix One: Teaching and Learning Checklist 
 

Classroom: 
 
Learning Behaviour display visible at front of room and easy to refer to during teaching. 
Visual daily timetable. 
Long and short date clearly written in continuous cursive and underlined with a ruler on 
whiteboard.  
Learning objective, success criteria labels clearly visible. 
Children’s resources trays clearly labelled. 
Whiteboards and pens easily accessible for children. 
Choice reminder cards accessible. 
Name cards/lolly sticks made for randomised questioning.  
Pencils, rulers, coloured pencils, sharpeners, glue sticks and scissors well organised and 
easily accessible. 
Learning Pit display 
Fire evacuation information. 
Values display. 
 
Displays: 
All display boards backed and edged neatly. 
Displays of children’s work backed with 1cmx1cm margin. 
Work kept within boards as much as possible 
English Board Green backing with dark green border 
Maths Board is Blue backing with dark blue border 
VCOP Board is purple backing with black border 
 
English: 
Writing wall (annotated mentor text; boxing up (if used); VCOP board) 
Examples of continuous cursive handwriting displayed (handwriting chart and/or cursive 
alphabet.) 
All staff model continuous cursive writing.  
VCOP display (may be included in a working wall.) 
Inviting reading area, including high-quality texts. (Texts rotated regularly) 
Dictionaries and Thesauri if appropriate. 
T4W flipchart. 
Word of the week displayed with past words 
 
Maths: 
Hundred square easily visible (in classes where children may find this useful) 
Number line to 100 easily visible (in classes where children may find this useful at child’s 
level if appropriate) 
Alternative words for operations. 
 
Phonics 
Sound charts 
Wallet/pockets for display 
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Curriculum 
Topic related books on display 
Secondary sources accessible to enhance learning 
Mixture of Geography and History 
Children’s work 
Key questions if appropriate 
Photos 
Models 
Knowledge Organiser 
 
 
Corridor displays 
Beautifully presented work (From across the curriculum) 
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Appendix Three: Pedagogies 

Hillside Pedagogy overview 
 

Pedagogy is often described as the act of teaching. The pedagogy adopted by teachers shapes their 
actions, judgments, and other teaching strategies by taking into consideration theories of learning, 

understandings of students and their needs, and the backgrounds and interests of individual students. 
 

Pedagogy What it looks like: 
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Appendix Four: Adaptations to teaching practice due to Covid-19 
 

The 2020-2021 academic year is unique in that we have had to adapt our teaching 

practices to ensure staff and pupils’ safety.  

After a significant period of absence from school, pupils have returned in year group 

bubbles. The amount of work that children were able to access or complete during 

lockdown ranges dramatically; it is now more important than ever that teachers use 

formative assessment effectively to identify gaps in prior learning and to plan for 

subsequent lessons or interventions. 

In order to limit the spread of potential infection, resources are not to be shared between 

children. Pupils will now be provided with their own pack of personal resources, which will 

include everything that they should need for a lesson. Where other resources or equipment 

may be required, these should not be shared between pupils and should be set aside for 72 

hours before being used again. 

In 2020-2021, we will be continuing our work on integrating more Oracy opportunities 

throughout the curriculum. Although questioning has always been a key part of our teaching 

practice at Hillside, opportunities for purposeful child-led talk are to be planned for across all 

curriculum subjects. Discussion and Oracy will be particularly important during plenaries, so 

that teachers may assess the progress that has been made in the lesson and use this to 

inform subsequent planning.  

In order to adhere with government guidance on social distancing, staff must ensure that 

they position themselves carefully in classrooms this year. Staff must stand to the side of 

pupils, or at the front of the class. However, expectations for ‘scanning and pouncing’ 

remain the same and pupils should still receive the level of support that is appropriate to the 

lesson. 
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